Abstract: Video restoration has been an interesting area of research for many years and still with the advent of new technologies makes it an important subject to be discussed. Blotches are common defects in old archives. They refer to a small area with an approximately uniform gray level that occurs randomly in each frame. After applying most algorithms to detect the position of blotches and also scratch which is another type of defect in the old media, in each frame of video, it is essential to correct them, in other words, we should fill the missing data with reasonable values. In this paper, we consider this task similar to an optimization problem and apply Genetic Algorithm (GA) to each frame. The current frame scans row by row and is considered as the corrupted slice of each row which is found; then, we apply the GA to fill the missing data on that special portion and the process is continued to cover the image completely. The proposed algorithm is able to remove blotches and scratches with different sizes and directions and shapes. The information of previous or next frames is not needed in this implementation. The experimental results show the restored images have good quality.
INTRODUCTION
Video restoration is an essential step in the field of digital video and film processing. The main motivation for pursuing research in this field could be considered for preparation of alternative good materials for TV channels, preserve the cultural and old valuable archives for next generation [1] .
A general video restoration system consists of five steps, video stabilization, flicker correction, noise reduction, blotch detection and removal, and also scratch detection and removal [2] . For many algorithms, the implementation of a motion estimation between consecutive frames is necessary; hence, it could be considered as a permanent part of a video restoration system [3] .
In this paper, we assume that the position of scratches and blotches are identified based on the last processing and they are known now; thus, the question is how to fill the missing data. In order to settle the problem and get the best result, we consider that the issue can be categorized as an optimization problem, and therefore, we apply the genetic algorithm to each frame separately. Hence, we do not use temporal information to find the missing data; just one frame of video regarding its spatial redundancy is evaluated. Consequently, we do not need any motion estimation or motion compensation in this implementation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 a brief survey about blotches and scratches detection and removal methods are presented, In section 3 the methodology of current algorithm based on GA are discussed, the experimental results are shown in section 4, and finally, the conclusion are discussed in section 5.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Video is the most popular media which is used to deliver information and emotions. The quality of those video are important for observers. Hence, the researchers have done a lot of efforts to remove the artifacts and restore them, and also to retrieve the video at its best quality. There are some essential demands in this field [4] :
• Applying each algorithm should enhance the quality objectively and subjectively as much as possible; The computational time should be in the reasonable range and its implementation should be easy and practical;
• The interaction between the user and system, in order to define some parameters like thresholds, should be minimized; it means that automatic or at least semi-automatic algorithms are more preferable.
According to the above items, it might be potential to achieve a comparison between varieties of methods. Researchers have done many efforts to improve the video restoration procedure for the last three decades. In terms of blotch and scratch detection and removal, many algorithms have been proposed. Before reviewing what they have done for blotch and scratch detection and removal, it is essential to identify the most important properties of them.
Blotches are the most important defects in old archives and they refer to the dark areas in the relatively white background and also white areas in the dark background of each frame. They occur in the old archives because of the existence of dust in the environment. They cover and attach to reel movie during the span storage of movies and gradually distribute in the frames. We cannot claim that there is the same blotch with similar intensity and with similar shape at a specific place in two consecutive frames. These properties are used to detect the blotches in many algorithms. The shape of blotches is completely random and also its size can be less than 20×20 pixels or sometimes a bit larger.
Scratches are other popular artifacts in old archives. Scratches refer to abrasion of the film material during film transport or developing practice. They include long or short, usually with vertical lines of bright or dark intensity, with width from 3 to 11 pixels [5] . We can consider the vertical scratches as a few columns -wide portion of the image where the intensity data is totally lost. Scratches often remain at same position in many consecutive frames, and therefore, they are more visible than blotches for an observer. Scratches can be categorized based on the height, motion, and intensity. Table 1 illustrates the details for the types of scratches. Figure 1 shows two frames of two different videos for blotches, it is from DISKUS sequence [6] and also scratches, it is 7 th frame of SITDOWN sequence [7] . There are two major activities in this part of video restoration. Firstly, we need to apply some algorithms to detect the exact position of artifacts like blotches or scratches, and secondly, the determined areas should be restored based on interpolation with the best values. The second part is focused in this paper. There are many approaches in the literature in order to find the missing data. In general, there are two basic methods:
A. Detection and restoration based on just one frame ( spatial domain)
In this case, each frame of video is separately taken into consideration as a subject for analysis. Spatial information can be used to detect and also restore data. Usually the false alarm is high but implementation of algorithm does not need any prior information from previous frames and next ones. All methods in this category would be extended to the image or video restoration at the same time.
B. Detection and restoration based on some nearby frames(temporal domain)
The similarity with the high rate of consecutive images helps us to utilize this opportunity in order to improve the detection and also the restoration methods. In most of these algorithms, temporal redundancy as well as spatial redundancy is taken into account to get the better output. It is clear that the complexity of the algorithm is higher, but the result can lead to greater improvement. Digital image processing can provide worthy tools to retrieve and restore some visual shortcomings in each frame of the old movies. Many efforts have been done to handle the video restoration semi-automatic or automatic [8] , but they are suitable for only particular class of defects.
In terms of reconstruction, [9] proposed a stochastic model as 2D auto-regressive for the basis of image interpolation. [10] used Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods to detect and also remove scratches. [11] applied three different methods to interpolate the missing data in image sequences. [12] illustrated that filling missing data can be defined as an optimization problem and [13] showed the genetic algorithm in a distributed structure can manage the time consuming and prepare the restoration perfectly on just only the scratches. The current methodology is close to this approach. [14] presented the process of reconstruction based on a Bayesian approach and the problem is assumed as the minimization of the posteriori energy function, then energy function is minimized by chromosomes that advance using distributed genetic algorithm. Chromosomes consist of color feature vector dedicated to one pixel. [15] is offered a method for the optimization of multidimensional gray scale soft morphological filters by the GA. They use mean absolute error in order to find optimize filters. In this approach the GA is permitted to search for the optimum filter among the spatial, temporal and or spatio-temporal filters.
III. PRINCIPLES OF MISSING DATA RECONSTRUCTION BASED ON GA
Genetic algorithm is the most popular algorithm in the field of optimization which is powerful to escape from local minimum in order to find the best solution. Filling the missing data can be considered as an optimization problem, and hence, we use the GA in order to find the best match without any extra information from the previous and next frames. We calculate a cost function for each pixel of the corrupted area. The cost function which is defined here measures the differences between the value of current pixel (belongs to a scratch or a blotch) with the nearest pixel which does not belong to the corrupted area.
The reconstruction procedure executes based on scanning row by row from top to bottom of the frame. The corrupted pixels for each row are known because of the prior knowledge. We assume the width of those pixels is w; therefore, we can define a space around the current row to make the initial population. Figure 2 shows how the space is defined. B refers to the corrupted part of the row j from the columns i to i+w-1. A refers to the left part of corrupted pixels from the columns i-w to i-1 and C refers to the right part of the corrupted pixels from the columns i+w to i+2w-1. The assumption areas in the left and right of the corrupted area help us to define some criteria in order to evaluate the convergence of the result in each execution of GA.
As earlier mentioned, restoration process applies to each row independently and also it is necessary to limit the number of iterations based on some criteria. The following items can ensure the convergence of process in each implementation of GA for reconstruction of a specific corrupted area of each row. Firstly, we should define some parameters:
, , are the standard deviation in area of A, B, C, respectively. As it is observable from figure 2, each area includes 3w×3=9w pixels. Also, , , refer to the average pixel values in each region. The criteria regarding the reconstruction of the corrupted section in the row j is presented below:
In this paper, we assume the initial population from three rows; however it may be extend to five rows. For example, in order to reconstruct any missing data in the row j, we consider the upper row, j+1 and the lower row, j-1. The process of reconstruction of the specific part of the row j can be done by the following items:
a) Selection the initial population
The initial population consists of pixels in area of A, B, and C and also the amount of each chromosome is a value between 0-255 which is shown as the pixel value. The value for each chromosome is selected based on the nearest neighbor of the corrupted pixels.
We divide the corrupted slice in two parts and calculate a center for this portion. All pixels at the left side of this center can fill with the nearest uncorrupted pixel and the same procedures happens to find the missing data in the first step for the right side of the center part.
b) Cross over of two chromosomes
In order to apply this part, we select randomly a number between 0 and 1 for each chromosome of initial population. If the selected number is less than the cross over constant which is selected before by the user, the cross over is continued and executed. In the process of cross over, we select one of each 8 neighbors of the current chromosome. The current chromosome and the selected one can be considered as parents. In the next step, we exchange the four low order byte of the parent's register together to make children, so for the time being, for each (6) chromosome in corrupted area we have three new candidates which can be evaluated by cost function and the best one is replaced in the current chromosome. For example, if 01001101 be the current chromosome and the 10110001 be the selected neighbor like another parent, after cross over, the children are resembled as: 10111101, 01000001. The best one concerning the result of cost function is finally selected.
c) Mutation operation
In order to apply the mutation operation, for the current generation, we select a random number between 0 and 1, if this number is less than the mutation constant which is defined by the user; the mutation process is carried on. In the mutation process, just one bit of the current chromosome is randomly changed. It is important to remind that mutation should be running in any iteration for better performance.
d) Calculation the cost function
To improve the results step by step, we need to evaluate each chromosome many times during the implementation of the genetic algorithm. Firstly, initial population should be assessed; secondly, after cross over, the parents and children should be evaluated again; and finally, after mutation also the chromosome must be assessed. C is the center value of the corrupted slice in the row j and this center is located in the column w-1/2, k is the value of intensity for specific chromosome (for example, it is called g), so the cost function is defined as below (Eq. (3))
e) Evaluation of criteria
After any iteration, we need to evaluate the convergence of the procedure to leads us to a good result and also to prevent from any fluctuation. If the number of iterations are completed or the assumption criteria are satisfied; then, it means the reconstruction of the current slice of the row j is completed and the next slice of this line (if any) or the next line (row j+1) be considered for restoration.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, firstly, we collect some suitable static images and also benchmark videos such as SIGN, and CALENDER which are corrupted artificially with varieties of blotches and also complex artificial defects; hence, we know the pattern of contaminated pixels in each image and frame. Secondly, we apply two dimensional autoregressive method [16] and the neural network based on feed forward back propagation approach [17] , and also given methodology based on genetic algorithm which is called proposed approach (PA) to reconstruct the image and video. Restoration performances are quantitatively measured based on Mean Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Normal Correlation (NC) which are defined as follows (Eq. (4), Eq. (5), Eq. (6)): denotes that the intensity of the pixel in x and y is coordinated with the original image and denotes that the intensity of the pixel in x and y is coordinated with the reconstructed image after applying the algorithm. MSE value is small or near zero for the two images with high similarity; therefore, PSNR should be high in this case. and are the mean values of the two images. The value of NC for the two images with high similarity is close to unit. The process for making artificial blotches is similar to [7] and in order to make other shapes we got them based on programming. Figure 3 presents the results of applying the algorithms to the 60 frames of SIGN sequence.
As it is shown in diagram of MSE in figure 3 the values of MSE for most of the points are smaller than the rest and it shows an improvement to reconstruction as well as possible. In other two diagrams which are referring to PSNR and NC we can see the maximum values for GA in many points. However, there some situations that NN or 2D AR method has better performance and they are shown in figure 3 as well. In order to see the result visually, frame 28 of SIGN sequence and its corresponded corrupted frame and also final output of each algorithm which are under consideration here are presented in figure 4 .
In the rest of experimental activities we apply all algorithms to the 60 frames of CALENDER sequence. Final results are shown in figure 5 . In addition, input and outputs for frame 40 of CALENDER are presented in figure 6 to prepare a visual comparison for different algorithms.
In final experiment, two complex pattern are prepared on LENA image and applied to different algorithms and numerical results are shown in table 2 and final output for GA approach are presented in figure  7 . As a result, genetic approach is able to reconstruct all types of missing data, however the scanning process can make some limitation in order to repair long corrupted slice. This method also is not strong when it is involve with many edges at both sides. Experimental results show that proposed approach has potential to compare with 2D AR and NN in most of the situations. 
CONCLUSION
A method for reconstruction of missing data in old archives is presented in this paper. The mechanism of restoration is considered as an optimization problem. The algorithm works with the current frame and do not need any knowledge about previous and next frames. The experimental results are shown that the algorithm can give back the reasonable values for missing pixels either blotches or scratches; however, the result in the area of more edges or large areas of missing data in horizontal axe cannot be reconstructed perfectly. The algorithm also can reconstruct different shapes of missing data. Moreover, for further work, we are going to define a new cost function and also to find better assumption for initial populations, in addition to evaluating how the temporal information can assist to reconstruct the large area of missing data with high fidelity. In general, the proposed methodology is able to reconstruct missing data with more accuracy than other presented approaches; however its computational time can be consider a drawback, however because most of restoration process are offline it is not a big issue.
